July 6th Afternoon

PROGRAM

2:30 pm Departure to Fossacesia

Meeting point: ICRANet entrance door

3:15 pm Visit of the Abbey San Giovanni in Venere (1111 A.D.)

Beautiful panoramic view from Laga Mountains to Gargano Coast

4:00 pm Departure to Lanciano

4:25 pm Old Aragonese Walls and Pietrosa Fountain.

Cathedral XIV-XIX cent. And Diocleziano bridge III cent.

Visit of the underground archeological area.

San Francesco church XIII cent., Portal of Santa Maria Maggiore XIV cent., House-Museum of the painter Federico Spoltore

6.00 pm Departure to Guardiagrele

Outside visit of Frentano Castle.

One of the best panoramic view: the east side of Maiella Mountain.

6:30 pm Visit of the town, Santa Maria Maggiore church and Archeological Museum of Val Comino.

8:00 pm Dinner at the popular restaurant Santa Chiara

(address: Via Roma, 10 - 66016 Guardiagrele Chieti. Tel. 0871-801139)

10:30 pm Departure to Pescara

- Please, confirm your participation to the dinner by Monday evening to Federica (federica.diberardino@icranet.org). Thank you. Accompanying persons should confirm their participation in advance too.

ICRANet will pay for your dinner. The accompanying persons should pay € 20,00 for their dinner at the restaurant.